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ABSTRACT 
This document describes the development of a data base and its accompanying 
software for the Data Information System (InS) of the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration's (NASA) Crustal Dynamics Project. Background infonma-
tion concerning this project, and a definition of the techniques used in the 
implementation of an operational data base, are presented. Examples of key 
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This Technical Memorandum represents an outline of the development of a data 
base and its accompanying software for the Data Information System (DIS) of 
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's (NASA) Crustal Dynamics 
Project. Background information concerning this project, as well as a defini-
tion of the techniques used in the implementation of an operational data base, 
is also presented. Examples of key applications are included and interpreted. 
2. BACKGROU',JO 
{',.... 
2.1 PROJECT OVERVIEW 
The Crustal Dynamics Project was formed by NASA in 1976 to study Earth dynam-
ics. This function is accomplished by employing space technology to determine 
the motion of the Earth's outer crust and the variations in the rotation rate 
and position of its polar axis. By studying these phenomena, the project 
hopes to aid in research involving earthquake prediction and hazard reduction. 
The project supports this investigation program in global geodynamics on a 
national and international level of research. The Crustal Dynamics Project is 
responsible for collecting and organizing the space measurements used in this 
research, analyzing these data, and aiding in the interpretations of these 
analyses in reference to crustal movement. 
2.2 SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES 
The Earth's outer crust is composed of 12 large "tectonic" plates. These 
plates move relative to one another (on a several centimeter per year basis) 
and, as a result, earthquakes occur near the plate boundaries--the area of 
moveme~t. The Crustal Dynamics Project hopes to aid in the determination of 
the forces that propel these plates and how the plates deform as a result of 
this motion. Figure 1 illustrates the plate boundaries of the Earth's crust. 
The five main scientific objectives of the Crustal Dynamics Project are to 





Regional deformation and strain accll11ulation related to earthquakes at 
the plate boundary in the western United States. 
Contemporary relative plate tectonic llIotions of thE:' North American, 
Pacific, Nazca, South American, Eurasian, and Australian plates • 
Internal deformation of the continental and oceanic lithospheric plates 
with particular emphasis on North America and the Pacific. 
Rotational dynamics of the Earth and its possible correlation to earth-
quakes, plate motions, and other geophysical phenomena. 
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Plate Boundaries of the Earth 
.. 
By using the more precise measurements gained from the use of space tech-
nology, the necessary information concerning plate motion is expected to be 
obtained. 
2.3 SCIENTIFIC TECHNIQUES 
A major tool in the study of plate motion is the determination of a distance 
measurement, or "baseline," between ~, point located on one plate to another 
point on a different plate. The proJ~ct plans to implement a network of 50 to 
60 such locations (at least three sites located on each plate) for these 
• baseline determinations. There are two major space technologies employed by 
the project for baseline calculation~ laser ranging techniques, and very long 
baseline interferometry (VLBI). 
Laser ranging requires a high altitude satellite (either an artificial satel-
lite, such as the spherical, reflector-covered, 60 centimeters in d1am~ter 
Lageos satellite, or the Moon, equipped with reflectors placed by American and 
Ruzsian lunar missions) to reflect a laser beam off of in a manner similar to 
radar. A laser pulse is fired to the satellite from a stationary laser site 
and the time delay of the reflected beam back to the station is measured. 
Thus, the distance from station to satellite is determined. Figure 2 presents 
a pictorial view of the pror.ess. When several stations perform a series of 
these measurements over a period of 3 to 4 weeks, the preciSion orbit of the 
satellite can be calculated. Through a complex sequence of mathematical 
calculations, the three-dimensional Earth coordinates of the partiCipating 
laser stations are determined relative to the ca1culated orbit of the satel-
lite. As a result, the baseline length between any two of these stations can 
be calculated to a precision of better than 5 centimeters. Thus this method 
of distance determination is much more accurate than a ground-based, survey-
type measurement. 
Currently, the Crustal Dynamics Project makes use of six fixed laser stations, 
eight mobile laser systems (MOBLAS units), and two highly transportable laser 
ranging systems (TLRS units). The TLRS systems usually relocate on a monthly 
basis. The 10 non-fixed MOB LAS systems can be at many different stations in 
the United States, South America, Australia, Carribean, and the Pacific. 
The second procedure employed by the project is the VLBI technique. Figure 3 
shows this process. This method involves two separate radio antennas that 
simultaneously receive radio emissions from a distant quasar. Since the two 
antennas are focused on the same source, the signals received at each station 
are identical in "signature." This type of measurements session is performed 
over a 2- to 4-day time period. The recorded signals are processed through a 
correlator and the amount of delay necessary to bring the two siqnals into 
"time phase" is determined. The delay is dependent upon the quasar position 
relative to the two antennas (since the Earth is rotating as the signals are 
recorded). Thus, the delay is dependent upon the Vector S (which is constant 
in an inertial coordinat~ system for the particular radio source) and the 
Vector B (which is variant because of the motion of the sites, the Earth's 
rotation, and other processes). Since the Ultimate result is to determine the 
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Figure 2. Satellite Laser Ranging Process 
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The project employs the end-to-end VLBI Mark-III system, which includes t~e 
electronics for acquiring and recording the dat~, the tross-correlator system 
and a data base handler. 
Currently, the project uses several (nfne) fixed VLBI Mark-III stations (with 
twelve ava~'able by 1984) as well as one transportable system (with two more 
available by lq82) that connects to a fixed antenna, and one mobile VLBI 
system developed by JPL (with two more available by 1982), equipped with the 
antenna and that can be located on anyone of seven different sites. 
Although the laser ranging technique does not require the simultaneous mea-
surements for the determination of a baseline that the VLBI process dQes, it 
is affected by other phenomena, Weather conditions (e.g., cloud cover) pre-
vent useful operation of the laser equipment. Another restriction on laser 
ranging is the visibility of the individual satellites. Lageos, for example, 
is accessible for less than an hour during each satellite pass with appr~xi­
mately two visible passes per day. Also, in order to calculate a proper model 
for the orbit of the satellite, several parameters (which often must be up-
dated), such as the Earth's gravitational constant, are required. Conversely, 
VLBI measurements are affected by water vapor present in the atmosphere that 
does not deter laser operation. 
The common element between the laser ranging and the VLBI techniques is the 
ability to make a more precise three-dimensional determination of the tate of 
change in position between two locations separated by several hundred or 
several thousand kilometers. In addition to the baseline measurements that 
result from the use of these space techniques, estimates on the changes in the 
rate of rotation of the Earth as well as the location of the pole of rotation 
can be determined. The fluctuations in the motion of the Earth's pole of 
rotation are due to mass shifts resulting from earthquakes, tides, and other 
phenomena. 
2.4 CRUSTAL DYNAMICS DATA INFORMATION SYSTEM 
• 
2.4.1 General 
Because of the large amount of data that has been and will be acquired by the 
Crustal Dynamics Project, there is a need for a centralized data bank. Pres-
ently, data are wi dely di stributed between pro;~ct pe"sonnel at Goddard, 
National Geodetic Survey (NG.S)~ Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). Smithsonian 
Astrophysical Observatory (SAO] and elsewhere. Since investigators located 
worldWide have. been selected to participate in the project, ttle data acquired, 
as well as their analyses, must be readily available. Therefore, the DIS for 
the Crustal Dynamics Project has been formed with the intent of not only 
providing data in a useful form to project personnel and investigators, but 
also to act as an archive of these data for the lifetime of the project. 
Hence, after project termination, the DIS archive will be pre~erved and avai1-
able for any follow-on projects, such as the envisionect National Geodetic Data 
Bank. The DIS will consist of a dedicated minicomputer system equipped with 
dial-Up facilities and an on-line data base management system. The DIS will 
be located at the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) and will be operational 





The DIS will serve project personnel and investigators by providing the fol-
lowing items: 
a. Catalogue of all acquired and available data 
b. Ancillary data (site surveys, station coordinates, etc.) 
c. Text data (user comments concerning data, et~.) 
d. Archive of processed laser and VLBI data 
e. Archive of analyzed laser and VLBI data 
f. Newsletter and messaqe exchanges 
g. Laser and VLBI data requests 
h. Project management data (scheduling of sites, etc.) 
i. Graphics data 
j. Intercomparisons of analyzed laser ~nd VLBI data 
Many of the foregoing items will '.)e provided through a data base management 
system, while others will be displayed via specially designed computer soft-
ware packages. The large archive of processed laser and VLBI data will be 
kept off-line on magnetic tape. Much of the VLBI data will continue to be 
provided through the already developed Mark-III VLBI data base handler that 
will be run on the DIS minicomputer. 
2.4.3 User IrrLnrface 
_-11--
When ~ potential investigator wishes to examine or obtain information concern-
ing project acquired data, he may gain access to the DIS through an alphanu-
meric terminal equipped with a modem and a dial-up telephone line. Following 
a successful sign-on procedure, the general description of the DIS is dis-
played and the user is prompted to make a selection of one of the 10 previ-
ously mentioned items for viewing the interrogation. His selection will 
determine the need for accessing the data base management system, a particular 
software package, or both. After proceeding through a series of these user-
oriented menus, the investigator can obtain the desired information in an 
efficient and timely manner. If the particular data item cannot be displayed 
via the alphanumeric terminal (due to volume or nature of the data), or the 
user wishes a copy of his display, a data tape will be prepared and delivered 
from the user's order, which was placed in a particular file. This order will 
be annotated with ancillary data where appropriate, and a record of the order 
will be retained for inventory and update purposes. 
7 
2.4.4 ~ethods of Implementation 
As stated previously, two major methods wi11be employed to perform the func-
tions required by the DIS. The first method is a commercially available data 
base management system (DBMS). The major advantage of employi.ng a commercial 
DBMS package is its flexibility, because such a system eliminates the need to 
continually develop software packages for display of data to the user com~ 
munity. Foy' example, in order to allow the user to view the catalogue of 
available data for the Lageos satellite during a certain month and year. a 
program would have to be developed that would accept input parameters from the 
user and display the appropriate rows and columns. This is also true when the 
site coordinate information for a particular station is needed. However, by 
carefully and efficiently loading data into a data base management system, no 
programni ng effort its necessary to displ ay data from the catalogue or for 
obtaining station coordinate information. Through the use of a series of 
commands, known as a query, any user has direct ~0cess to the data itself and 
does not need to be concerned about the computer program that handles the 
information for him. The user can include in the query input parameters that 
will specify how many rows are to be 11 sted, and what col umns are outputed. 
In other words, his display of data is not limited to the computer program .. 
mer's concept of the strict format for the output. The scientific user no 
longer has to rely on a team of computer progralllllcrs; he can get the informa-
tion he requires not only in a desirable format, but also in a timely manner. 
Although most of the data in the DIS can be obtained through the use of a data 
base management system, II,any current DBMS packages cannot handle the display 
of the text data as required by the project. Therefore, additional software 
packages have been developed to fulfill this need in the areas of analyzed 
data outputs and news exchanges among investigators. The archive of analyzed 
data can be viewed on a monthly or yearly basiS through a user-interactive 
selection process. The news exchange and newsletter is displayed in a similar 
manner and news for eventual compilation can be contributed from the investi-
gator via this software package. 
3. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
3.1 GENERAL 
When the need for a data base management system was presented, ORACLE, a 
product of Relational Software Inc., (RSI). was chosen from several candidate 
systems as a final testing model and has since proven to completelY fulfill 
the requirements. The relational model transforms a normally complex data 
network (or "tree ll structure found in the hi erarchi cal and network DBMS IS) 
into a relatively simple, easy-to-use, two-dimensional relation, or in more 
basic terms, a table. These tables consist of a series of columns. A row of 
the table is unique and is composed of the entries in the columns (not neces~ 
sarl1y al1). Thus, the relational system employs the data itself to establish 
relationships among data items rather than series of chain pointe~'s as found 
in hierarchical and network systems. Due to the tabular nature of much of the 
different data sets in the DiS (i.e., data catalogues, ancillary data, order 
files, etc.), the relational system proved to be the most feasible method of 
managing these types of data. 
8 
In addition to the tabular structuret \hr rp'Mt~9nal model also offers in-
creased flexibility in expanding l!1d:i·.~'~ttl!'!I~·r:.l~s ~$ well as the data base 
itself without the need for the l'<'(!I~d'!'IV, ,~f b particular table Jr the entire 
data base. With a network or hie(l.:t'hi\·~·j ',W"t(lUl. these additions are diffi-
cult to make due to the complex nature of :b5 ~inks in the data structure. In 
other words. additional col umns can b~('lPP(:1l~lli~ to exi stt n9 tabl es as needed. 
new tables may be created, and old tablo$ itl ,1. t-,,;lational DBMS may be deleted 
without the ne~d to recreate or reconfigure the tntire data base. 
The typical t'elational data base mana9~~~l't syst.em also possesses an online, 
integt'ated data dictiomu'y. On the user le\'01, this fentut"e can be thought of 
as a table of contents to the data base itseli. The tables comprising the 
data dictiolHu'y are Piu't of the relational systet,n and at'e automatically up ... 
dated as new t'clations are created or deleted and as old ones are modified by 
the uset's. In uthe." wot'ds, all data managed by ~})t\ nUMS must rossess a defini".. 
tion in the data dictionary that can be ascertc'i ;i:~ by any valid user of the 
datil base. 
3.2 ORACLE DOMS 
3.2.1 .9E!!.1,JJ'1J.9Ult9! 
ORACLE e1llploys the £ng1 i sh .. 11 ke structured. qUet'Y 1 Rng!JRge (SQL .. 2) f(w the 
query. manipulation, definition, and control of the data in the datll base. 
Thi s 1 anguage was developed and extensively documented by 113M in 1976 for use 
in its own relational DOMS. Through the use of this language. the user may 
request data from a particular table under certain parameters, insert and 
delete data from tables, create new tables, and grant or revoke privileges to 
new user's. 
Two illustrations of typical SQL queries are pl'l~$ented in Figure 4. In the 
first example, a selection is lllade from the ORACLE table TABLE_COM, a l'elation 
composed of all tables created in this particular data base, annotated with 
comnents about their contents. The two clauses 'SELECT *' and 'FROM 
TADLE COM' instruct ORACLE to output data from all ('*') columns in the table 
TABLE-COM. The 'ORDER BY TABLE' clause specifies that the rows lll'e to be 
displayed in alphabetical order accm'ding to those entries in the 'TABLE' 
column. In the second example. the 'SELECT *' and 'FROM COL' clauses requests 
all columns to be display"d from the ORACLE datu dictionary table COL. The 
additional 'WHERE TABLE. 'OCCUPANCY" clause specifies that only those rows 
in COL that have entries in the TAGLE column equal to 'OCCUPANCY I should be 
outputed. 
In the first example. since no WHERE clause accompanied the query block. all 
rows were listed; however. by using the WHERE clause in the second example. 
only the few rows possessing the restriction will be returned. In other 
wOl'ds, (t typical SQL query block consists of two or mo~'e statements~ a SELECT 
clause listing column names to be returned, a FROM clause listing the table(s) 
involved in the qUEH'Yt and other optional clauses, such as a WHERE clause 
specifying any criteria (i .e., <, >, -, etc.) to select t~ows from the table. 
Thus, the SQL query langullge is relatively easy to master, yielding results in 
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ORACLE offers four major operations for displaying data from specified tables. 
The first is a permutation or reordering of all the columns of a particular 
table. Columns are normally ordered in the manner in which the table was 
originally created and expanded. The second operation is a projection or 
selection of a subset of columns from the table. Often, all columns in a 
table are not needed for a particular application, so extraneous ones need not 
be specified. The third operation is a joining of two or more relations with 
the one or more columns that they have in common (i.e., these columns contain 
identical data elements). This join function is a powerful tool for data 
manipulation and it eliminates much of the redundant storage that can occur. 
Figure 5 depicts the joining of the LAGEOS 78 table and the STATIONS table in 
order to annotate the station number (in tne LAGEOS 78 table) with its loca-
tion (from the STATIONS table). The clause 'WHERE rAGE OS 78.STATION-
STATIONS.NUMBER' instructs ORACLE that these two columns contain identical 
information and are to be equated. The last type of operation is called a 
composition. This is identical to the join but the common domains are not 
specified ·for display in the query. If the STATION column of Figure 5 were 
not specified in the SELECT clause, the query would then be termed a composi-
tion. The fields referenced in both the join and composition operations 
shoul d be imaged (i ndexed) to all ow for a faster query response. 
3.2.3 Uti 1i ti es 
ORACLE offers several useful utilities for ease in display and input of data. 
These utilities can be used by personnel with a good knowledge of ORACLE to 
aid others who do not possess such training. An example of one such utility 
is the Interactive Applications Facility OAF). This feature allows a user to 
enter, retrieve, or modify data base tables via a screen display. The dis-
play may consist of several screen pages. These pages can be enhanced with 
text data for readability and instructional purposes. Through the use of the 
terminal keypad (available on DEC VT100 and VT52 terminals), the user may view 
or enter data without knowledge of the SQL query language. Screen pages car 
be designed to reflect the formats of input documents to facilitate the entry 
procedure by a data clerk. 
A second ORACLE utility is the Report Writer and Text Formatter. This feature 
allows personnel to use the data base information (through SQL queries im-
bedded in a set of instructions) to construct formatted reports. These re-
ports can be enhanced with text information, tabular and columnar headings, 
summary information, et cetera, not easily acquired from a simple query in the 
SQL mode. 
A third ORACLE utility is the Host Language Interface (HLI). Here, SQL is 
used ilS a sub-' anguage ; n a host progranmi ng 1 anguage, su(';h as FORTRAN t COBOL, 
Language C, PL/1, or Assembly language. This interface is accomplished 
through a series of program calls that allow the user to make any valid SQL 
query. The HLI programs employ these program calls to log on to the ORACLE 
data base, op~~ buffer areas to accept information fr.om the SQL calls to the 
dat~ base tables, make and execute SQL calls, obtain descriptions of the 
11 
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S TI\ nel" I..UCATHlil '1_'\1\1'£. "H1!~_.I\~'j 
-.. ~--- .. --.. 
_~ _______ ~~ __ " ___ "W __ " ___ 
....... ",. .............. -_ ............ -_ .. 
')9al MT. HOPt\ItI~h t.HI7GNt\ 711"i! 1 0 r~ 11~ 
<)qa1 MT. l-IUP1'i 111:1, {",IUlui'l1\ 7$ IIr'1 f\ lOll u .""...,. 
qq!~~ nt~rWHAL, AIIGTI1AL!A 7h'11!11 7 " 
QQ07 AHCl1 IIIPA, ~lCI~l! 7 (.11 i:!12 111 
70814 DIlen') VALL.t-V, CM.IFOIWIA 1[. IIi! 1'l biP. 
7084 r)IICn~ VALl.\:Y, r,M.IFUIHII/\ 7 L" L! 111 
1'~ 
70814 rmctl'; VALLI-,V, Cf,LlF'OHfIlA 7GIli!15 lll? 
7Q8t1 miens VAl.l.hY, CAl.ln)IHll A 7h"~\b 111 0 1\ 
70SA tl\IC!l~ VAI.l..f~Y, r.ALIFUIHllA 7t1"~1 b 
(!-:) 
.:J ",t 
70811 rllit:: f1~ VALL.~Yr CAI.IFOIHllA 1(jlliHQ 
4~O 1, 
qqal ~T. HOPI<ltHi, ARlZu'lA 7ht'~1b 1.i 
,)9a9 NAT,\L, GRt,i.lL 7 L I\~ ill 111l 
qqal ",T. HtJPKl1l8, ARI'lO~A 7b"i!17 l'It> 
9921 ~~T • HUPI\ xr,H. ;\IU1.Q:-J,\ 7h"~17 
,'In 
7091 HI\ \':3 T ACl': CJlI., MASS. 711 '1 i!10 L!r! 
" qq;u NT. HOPKXIIH, f.IH7.0"J,\ 7IJ n,HG l\:i 
qqal ''IT. HtJPIUIIH, /\IUZli"J,\ 7l:'\C\O 1'1 t.
qqa1 \IT. HUPKltlH. AIUZONA 7(\'liHll 
t)Q 
qqal 'H. \.j(lPIUtl~ f AHIZUNA 7htll~1Q 1~1 99q3 OtUHlRAl., i\lI$Tr~ALIA 7LH~1t) 1111 
9921 1,11 • l-IOP'Ufl~, ,\lUZON,\ 7ul\i'!~O 
lut, 
'tnl MT. HOP 1\1 II li , ARIZUNA 70"i!?O II" 
ea f{ECORO~ StLECThO. 




fields and 'Ibind" them from SQL statements to program variables, fetch appro-
priate rows after a successful SQL call, and close the buffer area and log off 
the ORACLE data base. 
Examples of uses for each of these utilities in DIS applications follow. 
4. IMPLEMENTATION 
4.1 DBMS APPLICATIONS 
4.1.1 General 
As discussed earlier, many of the different categories to be managed by the 
DIS can be handled efficiently through the use of a data base management 
system such as ORACLE. These categories include the data catalogues, both 
laser and VLBI, project management data. for the use of scheduling and per~ 
formance eval uati on, and anci 11 ary data concerni ng 1 nformati on about both 
laser and VLB I s1 tes and systems. Exampl es of each of thesei tems foll ow. 
Since the majority of the preliminary work on the DIS was conducted using data 
available from laser measurements, the examples will indicate applications in 
this area. 
4.1.2 Data Catalogues 
The data catalogues available in the DIS give the investigator a listing of 
the available laser data for each satellite used by the project. From these 
catalogues, an investigat~t can select data to be ordered that will be most 
useful to his particular application. For example, the laser data catalogues 
for the Lageos satellite are organized on a one catalogue per year basis. 
Because of the simple tabular format of the existing catalogues, they may be 
easily inputed to the ORACLE data base. Through a host language interface 
program each yearly catalogue was loaded into a table in the data base. For 
example, the Lageos catalogue for 1979 is contained in the table LAGEOS 79, 
and is composed of the columns presented in Figure 6. The CODE column iron-
tains a one or two character code, in reference to the qUality of the d~~a, 
which can be referenced in the table DATA COM (or the tables may be joined). 
This column is initialized to lA' (for INo comments received at this time 
concerning this datal) when the catalogue is loaded. As scientists and in-
vestigators use the data, or as new versions of the data are issued, they can 
inform the data manager about its quality and the code can be reset to reflect 
this update. In other words, the data presented in the catalogUe are expected 
to be useful, until information returns from investigators stating otherwise. 
A sample query to the data catalogue (for Lageos in 1979) is presented in 
Figure 7. A query to the DATA COM table is also presented to illustrate the data quality flag feature. -
After an investigator views the results of a query, such as the one presented 
in Figure 7, he may decide to order selected passes from the list. He may do 
this in one of two ways. The first method is to use another SQL query that 
will insert lines into an order-file table (ORDER FILE) also present in the 
data base. A listing of the columns in the table: as well as a sample query 





STATION S DATE S TIME S SEC 














*INDICATES INDEXED (OR IMAGED) FIELDS 
• 
tAGEOS 79 TABLE 
* * * * 
E DATE E TIME E SEC NUMOBS SAT NO COO; TAPE NO 
NUMBER NUfeER CHAR(7) 
DESCRIPTION 
FOUR-DIGIT STATION NUfeER 
NUfeER 
START DATE OF LASER OBSEFtVATION (VYMMOD) 
START TIME OF OBSERVATIOfI (HHPI1) 
NuteER I CHAR(4) CHAR(S) 
STARTING SECONDS OF OBSEFIVATION (TEN THOUSANDTHS OF A SECOND) 
END DATE OF LASER OBSERVATION (VVPI1DD) 
END TIME OF OBSERVATION (HHPI1) 
ENDING SECmmS OF OBSERVllTION (TEN THOUSANDTHS OF A SECOND) 
NUMBER OF LASER POINTS RECEIVED DURING OBSERVING SESSION 
SATELLITE IDENTIFICATION NUfeER (7603901 FOR LAGEOS) 
DATA QUALITY CODE (EXPLANATION IN DATA COH TABLE) 
TAPE IDENTIFICATION NUfeER OF ACTUAL lASER DATA 
FILE NUfeER ON TAPE OF DJiTA 
FILE NO 
NuteER 
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SQL.>tlCO"INt:.hT 
cnm~ 
CnI1H*. Ql.'eRY AN\) PICPI..AY A S~.I..I~CT1i:'if f""I)'1 TII~ 11')79 L.>\(ih.US l.ASt:~ 
C("lll> C;" TAL.llGIH;. 
C('~I> 
CNI># 
saL.> SELEC i -; T;" T IL;N, $_Ill'. n: I S_ TXllf~. H_tH.t:, rlutl_'II,!;, r'mll: 
SQL>F~ur'l LAr,con_7\) 
sr~L>I~Ht:I'{E. CS_CATI:. >= 71)1001 AND ~LOAn. <= 7~luO"l 
SCHo.> A'~O r~lJfl_llUS >= lOU; 
S~L.>I 
5TA TICN ';_DATL .. S_TI:n~ ~_SLl: IIIJIl_UI· ~ CIlOf;. 
--------.-
... _----_ ..... .......... _-..,-_ .. ------- . ................... ,. ----
7QSb 791001 1057 II4.0,51t' 11"0 1\ 
7091 791003 1 (Iq 16.0r.lIL 1~40 B 
H14 791003 511 .i9.0G')4 SUt! A 
7114 Hl0n:s USO ~O.O~9Z. 1:5110 A 
70b3 7')1 00/1 t,SS ~b.O.Hl u7~ (3 
7063 791004 1030 G2.0.~O: ~7b 0 
7091 19101111 654 q6.0:H1~ 15L1~ [\ 
7091 791004 103? !2 .. 0.~O~ 'H\~ [} 
709b 791 o ()II 45/\ Gl).O(-l5l' S~o i1 
710G 79101)/1 11)3t\ 19.0~9~ 5110 ,\ 
71111 7910()~ 12/14 11 0 • 0 r. (, (' II~~ 1\ 
11 RECURD~ SCL.ECTfD. 
Sf H.> #CIJ"INt-.i~T 
eNI> 





S(~L>\~HERE coDe :: 
S{~L> SCLECT IJtlIQlIC CODr. 
S(JL.> fRt)M LAGCU:3_7Q 
5r~L.> 11IIF.q(;, CS_I\t\TC >: 791col MID s_t ... ·TF. <= 791()O~1 
SilL> AND iJUll_Oli!) >= 100; 
S~L>I 
CODE COt.I~If.hT1 
A NlI C(lW'1CNTS IH::CL.IVEP AT THIS TIIIt. cOtH;~nNItIC nTA 
o Dt. T A COOSIDERE() ACCCPTA6l.C 
2 RA~Gf.-Dr:P~NI}ENT IHI\O aI, JUrle THfW r!ov. 1 ~7q 





,.. ,.. . ,.. ,.. 
TAPE_NO FILE_NO TABLE STATION S_DIl.TE S_TIME NUM_OBS USER_I 0 
CHAR(S) NUMBER CHAR(lS) NUfeER NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER CHAR(6) 
COLUMN ~IPTION 
TAPEJW TAPE IDENTIFICATION OF ORDERED DATA 
FILE_NO FILE NUMBER ON TAPE OF ORDERED DATA 
TABLE TABLE NAME (CATALOGUE) WHICH DATA WAS CHOSEN FROM 
STATION STATION NUfeER WHICH GATHERED CHOSEN DATA 
S_DATE START DATE OF SELECTED OBSERVATION 
S_TIME STARTING TIME OF SELECTED OBSERVATION 
NUM_OBS NUMBER OF DATA POINTS FOR SELECTED OBSERVING SESSION 
USER_IO SIX-CHARACTER USER IDENTIFING CODE 
*INDICIATES INDEXED (OR IMAGED) FIELDS 
Figure 8. Format of the Order File Table for the Lageos Data 
Catalogue 
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OF POOR QUAl.rrv 
correct ~asses are chosen from the proper data tape when fulfilling the order, 
the station, and start date and time, as well as the table n~me (i.e., satel-
1 i te and year) an. -:.ape and fil e numbers, are necessary i "formati on to be 
stored in the ORnl~ FILE relation. The user's identification code is used for 
accclunting, shipping, and archiving purposes. 
The second method for ordering data does not involve a user's direct queries 
to the table through the SQL mode. By invoking the host language interface 
program DATALOOK, the investigator can view selected records from the data 
catalogue with his own input parameters and order specific passes from this 
display. The user is prompted to submit the satellite, year, ~tart and end 
dates, and a minimum number of observations. After viewing the records per-
taining to these parameters (twenty lines at a time), the user is then 
prompted to select specific passes for an order (if he so desires). This 
entire process, both retrieval and insertion of data into the ORDER FILE 
tabl e, is performed through the OATALOOK program thus the i nvesti gator has BI) 
need to possess a knowledge of the SQL languag~ to query the data base. An 
example of the OATALOOK process is i11ustrated in Figure 10. 
The data catalogues in the ORACLE data base serve a second useful purpose in 
that they can be employ~d to create monthly summary information for each year 
of data present in the DIS. For the laser catalogues reflecting data from the 
Lageos satellite, this sygnary information is calculated on a monthly basis 
for each catalogue table in the data base. Figure 11 illustrates the format 
of a typical yearly summary table. An example of a query to the LAGEOS 79 
summa.ry table (SUMMARV 79), as well as a typical query to insert a record into 
the table, are shown in Figures 12 and 13. A second use for these tables is 





DISPL,AY THe.. tNSfJ,T1lltl OF liCI!:l 11;TO Tt-ll. UHCEf! rIl.r: FC!>' :"f\TA Iii Ttir. 





II:TO I,jIWf.IlJ lLt-: (T APe_llll, f'lLL._, ,II, ~T 1\ TIO~', -;_1'/\ TC, ~-T ltlft tIIJ"_' HIli) : 




Flit'll LAGEu~_7? WIICRE tG_DATF. >= 7<ll10P. Mill r_ll/lrr. <= 7<)111)7) 
AUO NU\1_\IO~ >= 500; 
SGL>/ 
8 RECORDS CRLATEC. 
SQL>UPD'TE O~DC~_FILL SQl.>SET HGl.C= t I.AGE0:3_7t}' ~:~:ERE TAUt.E=fIUl.l.; 
SQL>/ 
8 RECOP.PS UPOATEU. 
SQL>UPOATE ORDER_fIl.E 
SQL>SET USER_IO=' CEN 1?3· ~alERE lJ5l-.R_Ill=[!UI.I.; 
SQl.>/ 
8 REcnr.os UPCATED. 
Figure 9. Insertion Procedure for the Lageos Order File 
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EtlTCH U.;t.:R 10 UUINO nm tAT ___ -: Cc.:Ul&.!3 
ENT~R f:AT~I.I.ITC t~A,1l:: L.,,,Gt.:vS 
l!NT~f{ '([;,\1{ TO 01.: VIC\'ll .. [) U~Ii.G nmnAT YY: 7'1 
ENTCr~ rII:ST O/\Tl: \.ISIfJG fO~nJ'tT YVihlCtl: 7911 'Ii! 
ENTER ~ECnr~O UATE UUIiHJ nmliAT Ylfill!otn 791107 










































































































ENTER OEI.u;iED LII~E NUtI[}Er~S, "0" WilZll llntJEH IS CW1f'LL;,.E ron TillS Sl:T 
ENTEr~ L IIJE IlUI16Ef(: 1 
ENTER L I{JE NU'IOlm: 7 
ENTER L Ir~E NUIIDEF<: 3 
ENTER LI:JE NWltlt::fn 11 
ENTER L IfJE NUdoER; 13 
ENTER LIIJE \'jUIIOL:k: 1£> 

























ENTER DE3IRED LIN~ :Wt1l3EI1S, "0" ~H~EN OIWEH IS CUflrLETE rem TillS SL:T 
ENTER LII~E NUIIBE": 24 
ENTER LIIIE NUllOCR: 0 
Figure 10. Browsing Bnd Selection Procedure for 
Data in the Lageos Data Catalogue 
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* MO * PC 
NUMBER CHAR(2) CHAR(2) 
DESCRIPTION 
FOUR-DIGIT STATION NUMBER 
* Me 
CHAR(2) 
NUMBER OF OBSERVED SATELLITE PASSES CURING MONTH 
(NUMBER OF OCCURANCES OF STATION NUMBER IN CATALOGUE 
FOR THE PARTI CULAR MONTH) 
NUMBER OF LASER DATA POINTS RECEIVED DURING MONTH. 
(SUM OF THE NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS FOR A STATION IN 
CATALOGUE FOR THE PA~TICULAR MONTH) 
MONTH OF STATION OPERATION (MM) 
PLATE COCE OF STATION (i.e. 'NA' ~ NORTH AMERICA) 
MINIMUM COCE CORRESPONDING TO NUMBER OF POINTS RECEIVED 
FOR PARTICULAR MoNTH (i.e. 'LI ~ LESS THAN NUMBER 
REQUIRED, 'G' ~ SUFFICIENT NUMBER OF P~INTS OBTAINED 
FOR MONTH) 
*INDICATES INDEXED (OR IMAGED) FIELDS 
Figure 11. Format of the T~ble Containing the 
Summary Information for the Lageos 
Data Catalogue 
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S~I.>IICC··I~·f.NT 
eNl> 




SPL>Wi~RE f.lI):::' 01 , ur~ 1I0='II~f; 
S~I.>1 
STATION PASSEO POPJTS 
--------.-
----_._ .... --....... -.... 
71)6? 3 196 706~ 1 a9 
7R3~ t.! !,;q 
7907 10 ?68 1921 ~. ao :J 
7q2q fJ 13A 7ql4,3 16 1~15 
706? 10 2l1an 
706~ U 17/H 
7101 3 4&9 710:4 3 2ab 
1104 1 • 69R 
1834 3 6Q.? 
7Q07 10 60? 7921 8 137 7929 7 ?5? 7943 24 3597 
17 RECORDa SeL.~CTED. 
rlO PC j'C 
.. .. 
111 PC L. 
111 tlA L. 
"1 Ell L. 
111 SA L. 
&11 riA L 
111 SA L. 
III All ,. ~ 
112 PC C 
ua NA C 
1)2 tlA L 
1)2 ~IA L 
flZ riA L. fla ~1I c 
112 SA a 
112 rIA L 
1)2 SA L. 
112 All C 
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CnN>"·~ 
CON> 
L'ISPL~Y THE IrISF:RTIIHJ OF lTCiI'i !lIT/,) TtiC 1~7t,1 C/\lf1L.ur,Ut: ?U'lIi'\HV 





IrITCl SUm1A~Y _19 (f,TA TION, PMiSC::I, pqI'~T8) : 
SP.L> 
St::!..f.CT STATION, COIINT (STA TIur') , S'lIl tJIIII'I.,U:i5) 
FRO'" LAGt.lIS_19 
Sr~L> 
So.L> 1'/Io![;RE [S_IIArt: >:: 790?Ol AND n_[;I\T~ <= nO~3Ul GRUlJP BY :iTflTIOr,; 
SPL>/ 










STATION PAS5E~ PflIr.JTS MU 
----------
--.. _------ ,.. ... -------
7063 211 10"77 09 
70~9 ~ 171 09 
70St- 1 1061 119 
7091 1() 7990 119 
709fo II 906 119 
7114 22 9293 119 
7115 1 q 119 
7907 2~ 905 U9 
794~ 5 ~5(l 119 
q RECORDS SELCZCTED. 
Figure 13. Insertion Procedure for Lageos Summary Table 
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These laser catalogues for 1976 through 1980 for the Lageos satellite were 
inputed on a yearly basis and their respective summary tables were created 
after the tables were loaded and interrogated to ensure va'lidity. The 
catalogues for 1981 and later years will be fnputed each month and records 
will be inserted into the appropriate summary information tab1e. Since the 
Lageos satellite is the prime target for the laser stations employed by the 
project, it was necessary to stor~ these catalogues in yearly increments. 
However, other satellites (e.g_, Starlette, BE-C, and GEOS-3) do not coll~~t 
as much data, and thus their catalogues can span greater time intervals. This 
is also true of data acquired froll/ the lunar laser observations. 
When aata are to be requested from the data base for examination, it is often 
necessary to gather ancillary infmMltion, e.g., station coordinates, site 
calibrations, et cetera, in order to carry out the appropriate computations 
using the data. Figure 14 11lustrate~ a query to the tables COORDINATES and 
CALIBRATION to gather this informatioll for the results presented in Figure 7. 
This information was inputed into the system from survey sheets completed 
after a new laser system occupies a particular station. Although the station 
coordinates do not change, the calibration inf~Jmation must be ascertained 
each time a particular MOB LAS or TLRS system occupies a new site. 
4.1.3 Project Evaluation Information 
4.1.3.1 Baseline Results. An important function of the project is to evalu-
ate and present infonnation on past performance, as well as information on 
future scheduling of laser and VLB! sites and systems. Although many investi-
gators may be satisfied with the knowledge of what data are available (i .e., 
by interrogating the data catalogues), others may be interested in v~~wing 
data availability on an "end product ll level. In other words, gathering data 
from an analyzed point of view--determining what data can and shOUld be used 
to extract a final, analyzed measurement. This would be a logical step to be 
performed prior to querying the data catalogues. For example, an investigator 
may wish to know what Lageos laser data are available to determine a baseline 
between two specific plates, or stations, during a particular time interval. 
Since the baselines from laser measurements are (or can be) calCUlated on a 
monthly baSis, the data base summary tables would indicate what data are 
availa.ble to determine a baseline between stations. Thus, the question can be 
answered through a query to the data base. An example of such a query is 
shown in Figure 15. This query uses the ORACLE operation of a "self-join" in 
which one table is IIdivided lt into two tables and a join is performed using the 
MO, or month column. In other words, the information that these two "tables" 
share is conta i r~~d in the MO doma in; the 2 months must be the~ame in order to 
establish a base1ine. 
However, not all of the prospective baselines listed here can be calculated. 
Due to the data reqUirements of much of the software that performs the data 
reduction, orbit determination, and final baseline calculations, a minimum 
number of pOints (values that are dependent upon the laser system pUlse rates) 
is required for a month. This minimum number depends on the type of )~ser 
system being used at the station; i.e., whether it is an SAO~ GSFC, or TLRS 
system, and during what time period the measurement was performed, since the 
systems have been upgraded over the years. More precisely, at the present 
22 
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tjIH .. > ItCll~INt.IiT 
CPt!> C(II\>~U C,I3PL.1tY 'flit. C'I'AiI% CIJOHl\lr.;.n.~ ,\un :lYVn.H CI\(.lIlHA'fIut' ltlFu1mllTIuti rull 
CUB> Tilt: OA fA HLl.ccnO'1 
CI'N> 
Cflll>fj 
SQL.>SF.L.E:C T Sf A nUN, LUt~A HUN, I.A l' lTull\',; l.llf!GlT'IlJh, S_l'i\ T~ 
SUL.>FRU~ COORDINATED 
$QL.)WHE~~ STATIUN = 
arH.> aCL.ECT UtlXUIIC S'rATlIlll 
:)fH.) fRO~' I.MLUO_1Q 
SIH.> \illrl-lE tS_I\ATC )J; 7910111 AND S ... ll"Th oCR H1HU~1 
S~L.> AND tIIltI_OtHl >11 100; 
$1'1..>/ 
STATION I.UCATHlN l.ATITUDe I.U!~Cl TI1O~ 
... ...,--... ~ ..... 
_~_~_~ ___ ~ ___ M_ •• ""~ 
"~_M __ "~_.~ __ ~_" __ "_ ""~"~~~"~".W~~~ __ ~ __ 
108t- t:uln O,WIS, TeXAs II :50 
'109~ HI\YSTACI\ U113. , HAS~. tl 'I il 
7114 O\'IEU$ VAI.LRY, CA, rI .H 
7\)Q~ t"i\OA;GSFC-=-\;OHf J t.!li ii tl HI •• 7 
109b AIlCR XeMI 31\1\1);\ $ 1f1 
71 OC! ~"CAlG$rC",!;oHr , t.'O. tl ,5q 
Q Rf.COnOS S6L.CCTt.IJ. 
sr~L>SE:I.e:C T S TA TIO"l, NAHl., C IIH·:CnOfl, UI' 
8QL.>FRU~ CALICRATIQN 
~PL>WHLql STATXON ~ 
sm.> 3tl.ECr llflXOllt.: STATIml 
~c ,~b.7113.~ ~ all\) 
:-7 fI.l.311~\I h. ~I)ll 
13 "7. 11I1!';!1 ~ r!lll (,l ,:, Oll!l; v ..... rf,,6. " h tH~:i 
~I) :'5.3Mh~ h 11;. \) 
n 13.9lI7t\ 1'. rHH 
SUI.;> rRO~1 I.t\GL.\lti_7 <I 
SQL> HlICRl:. [~_'IATt: ~Ii:: 7910111 Mil S_[I;'TI~ d: ?tHUC~l 
sru.> AND 1'1\11\_01\$ >:: 100; 
Stu.>/ 
STAlION NAttII: Otllf:CTltlN 
708f. TL.C1Q6 S 
708£- 1>IL0109 tI 
7091 t-II.Q;SOS 
7091 t-tL0702 S 













~ O.l i \1.l 
\~ 0.007 
E o.nO;t 














311 {I t'. 7117 0 Qa 1!1'l.7IH!S 
10 !t\.~3aq 
ill 311."'3'111 
10 1.7 • ~:sn3 
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CUII>u II IlUCI~Y .\.111 [) IUPL,/1 Y Ttle 1'1)$!iIt,.LC ;IA.jLI.IIt:a IIi 1'17') FU~ ~T'I TIOt/S :~I TIle 
COli> r,\c If' Ie TU liiA Thltl3 I,I Al!:mIALI.\ 
em:> 
COII>/t 
SUL> Sf;Lt:cr PAC II' • :I fA TIUd, P. LJC AT :\lti, r ACIF • fllIt/T II, I,UU. n TA nc;,;, ".I..('l~l\ nUl;, 
SUL> A~IS.f'JI.'TU,Pi\cII .110 
saL>F'I:It."1 SU,I'IAny_7"i 1'r\CIf',SlnhIAH','_79 Al:o,~T\nU!lO r,:Hf,Tnr,c A 
srJL,>WH.,~C (PAC xr. S fA TIO,I=P .;.U IUlm ANC A'lS. I1T 1\ TI[lfl=".:JtHiul:tl) 
saL> AW tt'ACII'.PC:'PC' Ala'! I\US.PC='AU'j 
SOL> A,ll' PIIC IF .IIJ=AUU. 10 
SIIL>ORorw IH PACI!" .110; 
SOL>I 
STA nUN L.t.lCA TIO,I 
7OI)G 5/,:1 llI~~U, CAl.II'lltl,UA 
7 JUG sAl! OIE .. u, CALlf'lJIItIIA 
70u? 511;1 llIE~U, CALlrtJUdlA 
70b? SA:I l>IECu, CALIl'tillilIA 
7R1Q MA~I, HA~AII 
70u2 SA:I CIE:GIJ, C',LII'I,I;'!IIIA 
7210 ,IAUl, .. I,\,/AU 
7210 .IAtJI, liM/flU 
1210 ,II,UI, ;-IM/flII 
70?b MIt:rUCflN CAtIJA 
7210 :IAU1, .i/\\IAII 
70?n AlICFlICAo'I S/\IlJ/\ 
101JE. Mlt:HICA~1 ()MIJ', 
7210 tIAUI, riM/AlI 
70'H, Aill::n ICAo'I :it\illl/l 
7iHO .IM.lI, Hr\lIAII 
7il?t> 1\i1l.mICMl :iilthlfl 
7a1(l .lAllI, dill/AlI 
7iJ?f:I A~IEHICM :it\tlllA 
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time at least 1000 points are required from GSFC systems, 600 pOints from TLRS 
systems, and 400 points from SAO systems. The column MC (minimum code) con-
tains values of ILl (less than) or 'G' (greater than or equal to) to indicate 
whether the conditions were satisfied for the respective system. A sequence 
of SQL qUeries (Figure 16) is used to update this column in the sun~at~y 
tables. A query employing this indicator is illustrated in Figure 17. Here 
only those baselines in which both stations have the required minimum number 
of observations (i.e' J MC column values equal to IG I ) are selected. 
In addition to the SQL queries, the ORACLE Report Writer has been used to 
format these resul ts into a conci se, informative report. A set of SQL queries 
similar to those discussed previously wet'e imbedded into a set of instructions 
to creat~ the more visually appealing report shown in Figure 18. Through the 
Report Writer, the basic queries were annotated with titles and columnar head-
ings and sub-headings. As in the SQL quel"Y. this report p.'esents the number, 
location. and number of points taken for each station during the specified 
month. By once again using the MC field, the stations not having the required 
number of points to compute a baseline were excluded. An additional query was 
added to Report Writer instructions to provide su~"ing information on the 
outputed table. Although all of the info.'mation p,'esented in this dual .. table 
,'eport can be extracted from gueri es whi 1 e in the SQL mode J they can be di s ... 
played in "more informative fashion through the use of ttns utility. Also, 
these reports can be generated for subsequent years as well as between varying 
pl1}tes and stored in separate fields; In other wards, the report need not be 
"generated" every time an investigator wishes to view data on baselines be ... 
tween two plates during a particular year; he need only list the contents of a 
specified file. 
A third mode for presenting information on available data for baseline and 
other analyzed data applications i sthe calendar-type formats presented in 
Pi gures 19, 20» and 21. These tabl es were constructed from the ORACLE Slmlmary 
tabl e SUMMARY 79 through the use of the Host Language Interface programs 
CALENX, CALENlrAR, and CALENED. Figure 19 represents all monthly data avail .. 
ab 1 e for 1979 by a seri es of XX is in the appropri ate sta ti on and month cross .. 
location as wel; as a total collnnn for listing number of months a particular 
station was operational. Figure 20 represents the data in a similar manner 
but lists the actual number of points taken from a particular station during 
its respective months of operation. Figure 21 also uses this format, but the 
minimum .. number .. of-points requirement was appended to the SQL statement in the 
program call. Charts such as these give the proj~ct scientist and investi-
gators an overall view of the laser network observations during a particul~r 
year. After generating calendars such as these over a sevlral year period, 
patterns of non-operation may be detected for certain stations duri~g specific 
months of the year. This type of information would probably indicate periods 
of inclement weather for laser operation. Hence, TLRS and MOB LAS units should 
not be scheduled for visitation to the sites displaying such patterns during 
those months. Also, charts like Figure 21 give the inVestigator another 
method of detennining what data a~'e available to compute baseTines. For 
example, by scanning the month of October (10) column, seven stations with the 
appropriate number of points for baseline calculation are located. In addi-
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SIlL>UPDATE SU! lil(IRY _7? 
SQL>SET lIC='L.' 
SQL>WICi~C: (POItITS < 400 AIW ST 1\ T:I.l:J >= 7900J 
S~L> \m [POliITS < 1000 AIIIJ ,HATION < 7900J; 
SIlL>/ 
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9 RECORDS SEl.ECTED. 
Figure 16. 
pull-ITS ilO rr. :IC 
---------- --
10'477 09 r~ A ~ 
171 09 NA L 
1061 09 i~A G 
7990 09 tlA 13 
9136 09 PG L 
9~93 09 f!A G 
9 09 NA L 
905 09 SA G 
350 09 All l. 
Procedure to Update the Lageos 
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Figure 17. Query Using the Point Number Indicator in the Lageos Summary Table 
whereas the tables generated from the Report Writer utility were constructed 
to provide information on on1y those baselines available between two specified 
plates. 
4.1.3.2 Project Management Data 
4.1.3.2.1 Crustal Dynamics Library Index. There are several other areas in 
which the ORACLE data base can serve the project. An example is in the area 
of project management. Since many scientist~ are involved with the Crustal 
Dynamics Project, a library of all published papers is being maintained by 
administrative personnel. In addition to scientific papers, this library also 
includes any other papers and memoranda relative to project management. After 
discussion with the personnel involved in the maintenance of this library, it 
was felt that a t~ble in the ORACLE data base could easily and efficiently 
house an index of items contained in the Crustal Dynamics Project Library. A 
listing of the columns in the table CD LIBRARY is presented in Figure 22. 
Each item is uniquely identified by a control number, which has the format 
'CDNNH". lnus, this column was a logical choice for a primary key, or rath-
er, the first indexed field. Since the title of the library item can tend to 
be rather lengthy, it was split into three separate, fifty-character fields; 
the later two may be null (empty). A sample query to the library index is 
illustrated in Figure 23. 
Since the entries in the library index tend to consist of relatively lengthy 
character fields, inserting data to the table through the SQL query language 
can be rather tedious. Therefore, a screen form was created through the use 
of ORACLE's Interactive Application Facility (IAF). The creator of the appli-
cati on form invokes the Interactive Appl ications Generator (lAG) and responds 
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;s to be displayed on the screen. After a screen form was created in this 
manner, any valid user can invoke the Interactive Applications Processor (lAP) 
and display the form. If desired, this user may also query the data base by 
us'fng this utiiity. An iiiustration of the fonn used for the iibtary index 
table as well as a sample of data to be inserted is shown in Figure 24. In 
addition to the appealing format of an IAF screen, this utility can be used by 
personnel who have little or no knowledge of the ORACLE data base or the data 
that is to be inserted. This is due to the fact that one is not entering a 
seri es of commands, but rather the data itsel f. The IAF has a useful hel p 
function mode in which the user can inquire as to the function of the keypad 
keys, the attributes of a particular enterable field, or a creator-supplied 
message perti nent to any fi el d. When the form has been fi 11 ed out and i n-
serted, a check is made to ensure proper data types, lengths and completion of 
all appropriate fields. 
4.1.3.2.2 Crustal Dynamics Action Item Index. In addition to the library 
index, a second project application was introduceq to the ORACLE data base--an 
archive of past and present action items assigned by project personnel during 
status meetings. An illustration of the fields of the table ACTION is shown 
in Figure 25. Once again, the action item description, as well as the cOl1Jl1ent 
entry, were divided into several fields to facilitate both entry and display 
of the data. A typical query to this table would ask for all "open" action 
items for one person. ordered by due date. An illustration of a query of this 
type is presented in Figure 26. 
The action item table was also loaded via an IAF screen form. Figure 27 
depicts a blank form as well as a completed form, ready for insertion. 
Two types of reports were created to display the information contained in the 
ACTION table. The first type, shown in Figure 28, is a useful sunmary of all 
personnel responsible for action items, listed with the appropriate informa-
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Figure 23. Query to the Crustal Dynamics Library Index 
to the biweekly project status meeting so that the project manager can view 
the current state of business for key personnel. The second report, a segment 
of which is presented in Figure 29, prints all action items for each person on 
a separate page. This concept allows each responsible party to View the 
action items that he is currently assigned. 
4.2 SOFTWARE PACKAGE APPLICATIONS 
4.2.1 Analyzed Data Display 
.Although many of the requirements of the DIS can be fulfilled via a data base 
management system such as ORACLE, there are still some additional services 
that must be performed through the use of the conventional software package. 
An example of such a need is the display of the analyzed laser data, i.e.·, 
polar motion and baseline distance tables. These tables are present in large 
listings (usually generated on a monthly basis) that result from a series of 
mathematically complicated computer runs. Although these tables can be ex-
tracted from the outputs and eventually stored separately in tables in the 
data base, many other useful items present in the listing~ such as parameters 
for the Earth's gravity field, et cetet'a, that were incorporated to yield 
those particular results, could not be extracted for use with the data tables. 
Therefore, a method that would read these mUlti-page, 132-character per line 
reports and display them to a typical user via an average eighty-character per 
line tet'minal was needed. Since the ORACLE data base cannot handle text data 
in such a form at the present time, a FORTRAN software package was developed 
to fulfill the requirement. The ORACLE DBMS will be enhanced with text pro-
cessing capabilities in the future and these additions should perform the 
required serVices. 
The first problem addressed and resolved was that of a search function that 
would locate a particular user-specified table. It was assumed that the 
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Figure 24. Screen Forms for the crustal 
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Figure 25. Format of the Table Containing the Crustal Dynamics 
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SQL.>SELECT NUIIDCTl, ~(;CI'.·,W, [;.01\ n:, DeSCH 1 
SOL>FRO,,' ACTIlll1 
S~L>WHCRC C.OATC=NJLL 
SQL>OROEII Uy HESP_OF~ 
SI..IL>I 
tlUllllL:R ~Esr .CJf 


























2b RECORDa SELECTED. 
li.CATt: 1J1:!1CH1 
11/3C/61 Io:mnFY \/IIH fl[JIIITIlIfIAL S.TC(l AHC IH:c~:~m;tIDCU FOR 
10/29/61 AFI:lAIIGF. ra:CTIi!GS \lITH IN. "Il[) !lGS TO ReV!EII THE: 
11/04/31 PRCPtll:t: I;ITII c. lmWlGr. h {'LAIl Oil nl~ 'l'LiHl/f.lOIlLA(l 
! 0 12c/e 1 UCTCHlIIllt: j1111:11 TIle 1I11,\A Cl):lTIIACT rn ·1f.~A fOr. nit. ~O/~O/C1 pnCPIII:F. IICIIO TI) :1(1 CTATII:G TIIC ST,',TU:i Jr TIm 
12109/0;' :lCT IJI' IIITI! ll. r.:I(HliJ\u Tile C~lI\nEL:\TC:1 CEnI(;i~ ~0/()1/61 ,I[;(;T IIITI! C VL:Gll:i 011 Ttf[: ,,':-:s !lr.CCIVr.r. MID nlE. 
10/21/1ll IUITIATC IIITiI t: t;OilCr, Till: COOll{l I N:.TI[JI', on ;HC ~ 1/ () 1/ 61 v!;;'!CLOP /, PLAti f'!JI"I tIAnI<'-II; j APE r.ECrll'~Cr ~0/2C/C1 vI1C'HiS ~:ITIl r.. TRA!lK TIlt: CETAILS :IF VlIIAT JPL IS 
lO/Ol/C1 C():ICllJct rI3C\JSUInr: IIIT:! VA:jDL:mICr~C,DAV:DI\Orl/ !O/~C/Cl ;II:~T IIITti J. IUJnPllY utI PLAnS FnR THE Mlt;IJAL. RE.VIew 
lo'lze/Ol .. C'ICIIATC II DETIHLCO PLAt. WIICII PHCVIDEC r.S~WIITE:D Cl/01/6~ rH~rOIlT Of! TilE rI,l/'L Hr:SUL.TO Uf THr: 3r.S~Inrl v ~O/Ol/C~ CQ'lRlJItll,T\: I'lXTII FLICllr:L Tilt: IIEfJUlnED IiJrnnllATlON 
11/01/61 CO'lfWItiATt: \'lITIl J. PlHTY A!j[l FL.IECf.L TilE 
!0/?8/G1 PH WIIJE f. SUWlt\HY ur THC D,HA IJM:DU'IG ft,C:LrTIEfl 
1111 ~I C1 GET TIlE l:UIIOPC:", I LA!lP.11 DH;, I'L"" ::1 npCR fIT I Ofi 
10/28/e1 PH lVIIJF. f:CIICIlU\.l::l rOR PI COllT£:!ICTC A'W Ac;nCEtI~:tTn 
! 1/0 l/C;, Pfl1V IIJE t:OI1l-1ENTO O,'j Tilt. L;cr:KCLCY rF.T' 3 pnOPQ(l,\L. 
12101/61 :lET-III' nCVIC~1 11l:I:TIIlt> ~llTIl T. CLAm; IHI II!GII 
!0/2e/Cl1 tlT.\TI)S Of LAscn ,\1:.., VLElI F,',elLITIC!) It. OTIICr. 
10/2C/Ci. flfZ10\.VE TI':,! WI /lil[, CTAL./,C CClLLOCA'l'ICn rnnDL.EfI. 
11/01/01 VE1If'Y TtlAT Tilt: !IGOLAS nt.lICC GrlTE CA~I :.CCOIIDD.'TE 
!Q/Ol/61 COIT/ICT l' ALLClm', CONC~r:!lIflG T!m VAFr, '::I'!'E ~0/01/e1 CO:IT,\CT V. r:CIIIIIMWT ron fIODITION:,L. IflrOnrlllTIlJtl 




OF POOR QUALITY 
-
[)I\n:{l: nut:: lill/Nl/YY 
ct;dl'I .. CTCll: 1l1l/00/YY 
m':Cflu.I\iILal.ITY d~': 
,1t:Cl'tld~IL\1l.I·rY TU: 
t ....... -...... - ... ~ ............. __ 
or: SCI"II'T hld: _____ .... ~_ ............. ~ ...... _ ... __ I. ----........ --.1;.-_ ....... --'.--.--.------
----.... -----~,',. .... --...,.....-- ... '\---..... .............. - .... -----... 
---....... --... -------.... - ........ --------~--.-.~- ......... 
-------,_ .. _------_._--............ ---------
------.. .. ------......... ---... --.--~---.---- ....... -
! IUll(:; IIl'H:tIT 
107C107 l' ut: : 
cQI1PLt. Tel!: 
couln: ~o 
iH::SPtltlOILIl.ITY loW: rr.t:Y ;u~ s puma L 1 LIT Y TO: ~.l.:-t;.u.:u A~T::-::::~.n------
CW!tIE:-JT5: :Jllta .. ~~----------------------------------------
__ 'U. ____ .. 
----------------~--~>---,----,----------------
CII~n r-Iuot:::: kEr'l.t,CL PAbC 1 t-ICOC: III'lt:HT ST'mtD CtlUIIT ~ 2 
Figure 27. Screen Forms for the Crustal Dynamics 














Of POOR QUA\..\TY 
C~IUdTAL DYIIAllte(J rr.IlJ~Cf "CTlilU ntH I.I~W/Q 
AO OF' 10/1'1/UI 
t:r.orOIl~lU1LlTY DATt DATC ~t~CRlrT1011 ANrI 
T1 out COtlrLI;TCD CllIIHtNlS 
~ ................... . ...... ,,"' .. ." .... ~ ........................... -...•...•.•.. ~ ...... 
tOATj;$ IO/~?/OI ArRANGe H~ETlNGA \'lITti ~rl. .IND Nas til REvm, flIE 
IIYLAR DVEIILAY .1110 OEV[LOI' A rl.AtI TU l~rUHtNT 
llltll tlllll Tilt .lll~S $uttH 
IICT AT 1163 IO/i9/~1 
eOAT!.G H/JO/fti ICEttnn IiHA t ~ODI mlNAI. ~lTt~ ,\~t RtcuHHr~UEII fOil 
OCCUPATIUN N~XT YEAR AND GE:T R~CONlhr. ~Nll 
IIQNIIHCIITHIG INTO ntL~ rl.AN8 
IICIIO TO NQ$ "tQIIIRC~ 
cuuto II/041d1 rntrAAe 11ntl II. aTltANGtt A PLAN UII THE TI.RSlIIObLU 
IIQRUONTAI. RANG$Nn CMIPUr.h AT OUV K1NIKIlNllHr.NI 
I'CAK 
hONC 
Vt(lO~ Iv/Ol/at IIl:Er InTH C. V[008 ON TilE IIV-1 nteEl VCR ANII 11l~ 
h~h G~FC REceIVER Dt31ch t./lb/OI-q) 
NQIIC 
'RASK 111/01/01 cah~UC' Ol$CUnStON WITII V~ND~~"ERn, UAVloaON, 
AIID TRA3K TO n£QIll.ve: rR081.E1I~ CONNECH'D nlltl TH~ 
NOV. OUIl~J 
lIeLII TCLlCON~ AIIO t\r£HlIG~ 
Tl'ASK IO/~D/bl OUCUU IIUII II, lRA$~ till: nttAlLa OF IIIiAf JPL IS 
RccnHllttlDING FOR Tilt NUVClIlltR UIINlIt Al lWRQ 
lIeLP OI~CllanlON~ AT G3FC ON IO/nij/~1 
COATI:U IU/JO/M rn~rME MEMO TO Hn ~HTlNn TIlt 3H'rua Of 1llE 
CONTR~C'I ANIl nrc WORK UtiOER TIlE 1I0U (R1CHHIlNn) 
NON!; 
COA1t.8 11/01/01 OCVCLO~ A PLAt! I'1l1l IIAItK-l! I lA~t RtCUROI\H 
UlN.ttl£tlT ATXOIl 
!lONt 
Figure 28. Portion of a Report Listing all 
Active Action Items 
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CF<U3TAl. IHNAI1ICS rnOJCCT ACTIUII ITCI':J A$ lJI' 10/1Q/lH 
f{F.51'lHlSIllILITY Ur: CL.Alik 
ITC,I 1 ... 
NU~IPI!r.: 10!}OO/I 
RJ;SrUiISIIHLC T\.I: VLGUS 
~ATl: Ol'C; 10/0l/lll 
:1ATl: CCI'PL.I:TI.:O: 
l>c~crUrTl()II 
m:~T HITII 1.;. VCIlOti tit: TtlE 1'j'/-J I-lCCOVr:r. i\:IC nil: IICH 




HEsrU~SIBILC TJ: ThASK 
;\ATf.: Clue: 10/0l/CI 
:1ATf.: CCIII'L.I:n:t>: 
UCtlCHIPTIlJl1 
C~lNOUCT OIS(.USSION I'IIT!: VA'I()I~IHlCrG, llAVIlIS • .ltJ, ;\1:0 
Ta,\sti Tli RL~OLVf~ PIWCLC:lS C1Nl1Lcn:o ~':XT11 Tilt: rIll\'. 
bJ,~ST 
hELD TCLt:CUi,S AtIC I:EL. TIIIG:) 
NUMOER: 11000Q ~ATL LUC: lC/~n/Ol 
RESPLlilSIBILC Ttl: TI\ASI\ nATf: CQI\l'LCTl:O: 
Figure 29. 
ucsCrarTIOl1 
DI3cuao HITII O. Ti~AsK TilE: O~TI\ILS Of' ,1I1/\T JPL IS 
RECut1!ICIIt.Wu FOR Tilt. NOVC:IEHm UIJr-ST AT OVIW 
COth1CI1T5 
HFI.1l nnH;IISt,tnt:H AT GSP\~ .111 \1}l?U/Ii\ 
Example of a Report to PersonneJ. Responsible for 
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parameters that are available in these computer runs, i.e., the general format 
of these listings. Typically, two types of listings having the same general 
format will be received from the Laser Support Group (LSG) and stored on disk 
in the OIS. The f'jrst type includes computed baselines and station positions, 
the second contains the polar motion data, each spanning monthly intervals. 
Figure 30 illustrates the sign-on and selection process for the analyzed data 
viewing. After the user has chosen a particular table (options one or two) 
the search function locates the first page in which the title (or other key-
word associated with the data table) occurs, and scans for any additional 
ocCUrrences on subsequent pages. After the last page of the table is de-
tected, the beginning and ending locatioNs (line numbers) of each page of the 
table are stored. Then, all lines between these locations are outputed via a 
display function that will be described later. However, if the user has 
viewed enough of the data in a multi-page table, he may terminate the display 
of the pages that follow. He then has the option to scan the table again or 
view another table. If he does not wish to re-examine data in this particular 
listing, he may select another to interrogate. 
Another option open to the user is to examine the entire computer run (option 
three), one page at a time. This feature ;s especially useful if the viewer 
does not know which data table to select for interrogation. Under this op-
tion, the user views the first few lines of a page (starting with page one) 
and then types in one of the codes illustrated in Figure 31. This way, he can 
quickly scan through the entire file if desired. 
Since polar motion and baseline data tables are likely to be those most ac-
cessed, separate routines were developed that select particular entries in 
these tables and allow the viewing of the entire table. For a typical polar 
moti on tabl e, data can be chosen for a parti cul ar elate 01" range of dates. For 
a baseline distance table, data can be selected for a specific station or pair 
of stations. Examples of these selections are presented in Figures 32 and 33. 
Once the proper selection (whether only a few lines or the entire table) has 
been made, the appropriate internal line locations are transferred to the 
display function created for proper terminal formatting of the analyzed data. 
This terminal size constraint was a second problem addressed. Four methods 
were designed, tested, and implemented in the software to display the informa-
tion contained in the 132-character lines on an eighty character per line 
basis. When the user invokes the software on a particular analyzed data run 
and selects his desired table, he views the leftmost 79 characters of the 
first twenty lines of the table's first page. He then has the option to view 
the rightmost 53 columns (i.e., the remainder of this particular portion of 
the table). After completing this sampling exercise, he is prompted to choose 
one of four different viewing methods. One method is to continue to examine 
the table by only viewing the leftmost 79 columns, as first displayed. A 
second method is to view only the rightmost 53 columns for the entire table. 
A third option is to examine first the left side of the table-page (first 79 
columns) then the right side (last 53 columns), alternately, for a'1 of the 
pages comprising the selected table. The fourth viewing method is to span the 
entire page in one display by "deleting" or masking out unnecessary columns or 
fields (as deemed by the user) within the page itself. This is accomplished 
by creating a series of user-specific, table-specific ma.sk lines. These lines 
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IJSCi~ i'/l;S;Ws n,l VIC,': ',.1M. YZL:l· I.flH::a Ilt.TA VIII 1\ CIJI.\'t; Inn: 
\.>lJ YUU '/loll! T'l VI!!,'/ DATA ,HI II !lu::r:lI.Y l~,;SIS:' (yeo/.w): n;\J 
HNTI!R VC,\r~ rtm OATt\: 191.11 
Et:Tt:R t::l!jTrI r'm il,HJ\ (US41U r·Jl:Il.'.T Hl): v~ 
(P/t;) : 
uPT lUll 1--':.(A'(1.I(; lill~'::LI::~ n,H A 
JPTIO:I ~--;;:XA.lI,H: U1it~i~ CATA (Ci' TII;H.1: TITLe) 
:JPTIU'I 3--I::;(I,dI It: TIle t:1"'rI::~ :;(1LVt: >'UII, pt,m: lIY P~Gt: 
r.NT~I\ OPTIO,l 'IUtlr.H::,~: 
I)SE:,~ ,/I.l:tES T'J VIG .. : c,\Ot:l.lIh. UAT,\ 
TIlf:RE A,~C 11 PIIGES III TlII~ TAtll.::: 
UPTIlll 1--UIuPLAY t:I,TWF. iJASCL.II1E: L\lSl.I: 
UPTIU~I ~--iHCPI./\Y L:nSI;;I.Im:: (lATA F~JH II I'lIIfTICUI.AI: :iTATHJ'1 flU:mt:H 
uPTIUI 3--0ISI'I.AV UIISl:LI:a: \l,\T,\ F~fl 1\ 1'1111' ilr ZTIITILHI tHlIIl:cnS 
------- "------- ---~---------
STA TIll:l~ 1/IISLI.:II1.: Cllnrll:JE'ITIJ '~It:TCIl::) 
FIHS T - st;cO! ID X V Z 
7063 706 11 ?1l.J090/: -,!!j .I)(\~'}O -~5. 3115'111 
706:! '1065 ,U.9997j' 
-lb.!J10\)9 
-i.!4.i!10"17 7063 70/)9 ;H2753.5a05? 71 "003./170'14 q9~j313 .1I'15~u 
7003 7~92 7<!71l1S9.0b63:: -ul9h07B.~t:uI18 ~95qnll.b6703 
7063 7100 -u41.990SC 
-1'J9.11;!;033 
-£13.770::;0 7063 7101 -!j2b.83001 
-1117.(,17 110 
-(.0.7'19;'0 
7063 710a 2u.9120Ci 
-l'I.L6634 -~2.9:S272 70&3 7103 27.862110 
-19.0l'11611 
-i.!13.3!l015 7063 710 11 -311~. 23a11: -170.IlOiW~ 
-02. 'l16 110 




[)U YUII ,:niH TU VIE.'1 i:lI: r:IGi,T :nOE lJF TilE T,\OI.I: AT TIIIZ TItli:':' (YC3/IIU) 

















X Y Z 
TOTIIL. 
SIGIIA 
Sign-on and Selection Process for Viewing 
of the Analyzed Data 
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•• 
IJS~I~ :"lJIIUI T'l vn •• ~ "l/AI. V7.l.l. I.A:;::n VA TA VIA A 1l1II.\,1: !lilt. 
Ill) VOU '1111,\ TO VUW O.\TA ill: A IlIl:ma.Y !lAStS') CVI:C/·IC) I 'feU 
CtlleR YE,\J{ FllP loA T'\ I 19.11 
l:tm.R tlJ:1T1I rur. v'\ T.\ eUOl'lll I ,JIIit.\ T 1I1l) I liS 
nu YOU .IISI1 TO Vl~." NLAI; t\ITIG, • .II: CAS!:Ll'l:: VATA': 0'/1l) I C 
:!I:LECT Ft/uH T'IE f'~"l.o.nll\l rr Hart::: 
UI'THl!l l--£XII,UII>': l"Sf;LWt:: uATA 
UPTlIl!l c!--i:XA,UIIC Ul.I!:R CArA (IlV TA:lI.t: TITLt::) 
JPTlU', J"'i!XAoIloI~ Till: Clrma, IICI..Vl. 1Ulit 1'/.01: IIY I'IIGI. 
l:tm.R UPTIU;I UU:ltiEiH :s 
USl:R'IlSIIFS TIJ rAG~ T.JtIlJ Tlil. ~liT!,H: A/IAI..Ht:') IIATA rILl: 
TIII:RE ARt; i!6 PAGES U/ Tllii IILC 
H.A PAGe: • 1 ~u 
:JUL',!E rrlJI>HAd WI'UT UAtHU:IlT!j) 
CULJtlNG WIGtlT) 000000000 1111111111 i!al!"i!i!2i!il~3;!33333J3;!AIIII"lIqllq4q!.i1.l~!.i!i1.l!i!i55C.bbf, 
CARDS (UNOEH) 1~345b7Q'OI2~q5117a901i!3q~b70'Qla3q!ibl09~1~JII~.7GqOli!Jql.lb7090123 
1 TlTI.!.: n LIICECS .lAY 19tH (1I1CI\Il,1 - 111050:0) IWIEI..XIir. 
n 
::I CPiHtIT 1 
1\ CSTAT 1 
5 COIf 1 
II ULUIU b37C1QQ.l1 
7 PRUet::U II ~ 5 
6 I.)IIT:' 
9 CII"mIX 100Qlbl)5 III 
10 ClJAT3UI' C!7c!il3'l~I(, 30Q~O 71l00000\lC bJ010000il b~Q:lO'\OO:tlU!\ 
11 ;IAt,UX 39001\15 
Io! EUD 
!lIlD UF 1J:1l T \3 I,JPUT 
EUTER liE:lPUNSC CliO;; C(;tlTCH ·L~ TO n(l/ I..I:"T UI~ to[:[;;) I I-
EllTEm Ollt; OF rllt.: FOLI.UI/WU hC$PIl:ISe:S: 
<C~> (I{I:TJIW) TO (;lltlTl11UL tC VU:., rIIIST 71) CIlI-IlI1 IS OF TIllS I'IIGt: 
"Il" TO VI':" TilL "IneHT" 53 CULUtl:I:i Of' TIlIG rAGt: 
"N" TO VIiilI TIIC "I;I.XT" rAG!:: 
"5. TO "S1'UI'" VIElIlil .. Tile IWTIIlC Will 
CtlTEtl IH~3POtISl:: ctlO~1 .1 





PUI!i!6I1il Q.~ ~O~.80~ 1.CQOOOO-~O rOS~301 Q.O 
I'Q1,iOtlliil 0.0 ~OtiOIlO~ 0.0 I'O~lJQl 0.0 
rij!SlIllail \). \) ~Ob1803 C.G r05~301 D.n 













COO{lO IlIA TLS AU:! I, ~ D II ~ C 
GtODETIC 1.CUO\lQC! 14 O.Q 0.0 !.OO 
Gtoot:TIC l.OOOIIOli 1 q 0.0 0.0 !..on 
GEODeTIC 1.000000 1'1 \).0 0.0 ~.on 
IlIWDETlC !.OOOIlOC! 111 1>.0 0.0 !.on 
.. EOilETI!! :,OUOOO'" 1ll 0.0 0.0 !.aa 
GeOOI:TIC !.oocaoll 111 0.0 0.0 ~.O~ 
GEOtli:TlC 1.CI/COOV 111 1).0 0.0 !.I)(\ 
GEiJOETlC !.OOOIlOlJ lq 0.0 0,0 ~.O{l 
Gt:OOETlC t.OOC(lO!t 1<1 0.0 0.0 !.O~ 
UEOillftIC ~.OOCIlOt. 11l 11,0 0.0 1.0:" 
Example of Browsing Procedure for an 






0000 14 0.0 
oooe 14 o.v 
0000 lQ 0,0 
0000 III 0.0 
oooe It; 0.0 
00011 14 0.0 
0000 III 0.0 
0000 111 0.0 
0000 111 0.0 
0000 14 0.0 
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r'}:'II::O~ (I." jl)~l::UZ II.i) 
i'~~~::>3 n.v 
I.u<l 
•• 0(100011 III 
1.0vOCOII III 








~NTEH n~3PUN3E cep: (:":lTL'~ "l." T;) Vlt:H L.I .. T til' eeL'C;!) : II 
u* PAG~ 3 _u 
*********'*~********"****'*** 
••• ** COlT UF CCIATCIX ••• ,. 
*"'oH OI:I~tI3IUII - 1311 ' __ '0* 
**'."**""*'****""""'**' 
100llibOS CC tlflT;lIX ;\'f'li1UI;1 
l.AflCL f'!~I!Th L .. nt:L. 
POlj2ROI ~.21Sc!u-~7 1'04;;:80.: 
POS08Cl If.lb'l41)-07 I'05caOr! 
P0511lGI ~ .16'1·Jl)-07 I'O!H8C .. 
I.A070b3 b.610JtJ-Ol l.UO;OI>:' 
I.A070bS b.OIOQr.-OI L.OO70"~ l.A07092 l.(3951)-01 L00709;: 
l.A07101 b.01Cl!iD-OI 1.007101 
PAr., It: ((\ InCllS Illil • 134 ) 
ranTn L.AU!:I. PllftTll 
1.:78ec-c~ rOl~dOJ 1. 'l!ii:')U 
1.:440C-Ov rO~Od03 1.'155110 
I.~OSOC-O~ PO~I~O~ I. '1S!lIlO Q.?423D 01) oIT37 1)t.) 1.!i20IlU 
4.?1I23C 00 lIT~7I)b!i 1.~:S4.s[J 
2.?230C Oli .IT~709a &!.C7'lJIJ 
1I.?424C CO :ITI\711)1 !i. I 001)[1 
ENTeR nsapU"3~ C[J~~ (CtlTCR "L." TO VICII tor:n OF eOC(3): l:i 
LAL1CL. 
01 "050~01 




00 L. A 1171 0::: 









DO YOU ,HSli TU t::Xt\.IIIlC POL. AI. ItOT!Ot~ CAT .. FU:I TillS TIIII: I'CUIOO', (YEO/flO): :10 
DO YOU lUSH TU VIE,'I t,nA Fei. MUlrHt:11 nOlll.1 ,\tlu/ut: YC:I-If? (yeS/llll): tlO 
00 yell 1'1I:H1 TO VIE,'; t,\TI\ FOil A n:n: llr. rive i'EtlIQ[} IMI? (YC:l/'IU): OC 
Figure 31. (Continued) 
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lIU YUII 'II:lH T'J VIE .. : I'JLAf' I"ITIC,I ~m CAOCI.II!: III\TA~ (II',,); r 
Sr.;L~CT F:tIli~ i'l:: F:lLLt;.tI·IU la TIO"C; 
JPTIUI l--~XMIII':: l'III.AH ;:.lTxcm IIATA 
UPTIO:I 1!--\!l(A.II,Ii': CTmm CArli (U'( fA:\L!; TITLe) 
JPTIO'I 3--~X/I;II;H.: nit: ClliIHI:. tlGLVL 1UI" "t,OIt ItY l'ilGI.. 
1;'iTEH UPTIO.1 I~J'liJE,1: 
SELECT Fllurot mE F ,1I.LtJ.II.JU lil'T Hili:: 
UPTlO'/ l--:>ICPI.AY LI.TlIlf. rCI."1! ,)flTI 111 TAOL!: 
UPTlu;J a .... illC!'LA Y l'uLM~ ::JTIC~' vAT 1\ rIm 1\ rA:~TICUI.AII [>,m: 
IJPTIIl I J--()IDPLAY "lll..\[: :lJTlm, !JATA nm A r:A~mc III' \.iAn.1'i 
ErlTEH CPTlfHl :IU.lltg,l: 3 
EtIT~1< r IIlST OAT~ :JSlllG fUlWI\T YYillllill: ulO~'11 
EUTEI{ 5ZeUfJ(; l'A TE J8It:ti rtlJ:l,1I T Y'.'tlI:OC: 61 O'i 1!.i 
~ IUIt U PULAI< IIt1TIO:~ (1" M;C:lI.Ct)iI(>O) U ** * 
PAlm. YYI·ltlDl'ltil (3) nlllleUIII, (I!) ll:UGII;I\L 
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Figure 32. Selection Process for Polar Motion Data From 
an Analyzed Data File 
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.' 
consist of a string of blanks, indic~tfn9unwanted columns, and other char-
actars (e.g., dashes), indicating columns to be retained and displayed. 
Figure 34 illustrates this creation process of the series of mask lines. 
After enough columns have been deleted or the user indicates the table is in a 
suitable form (by typing "@STOP"ipstead of a mask Hne) the entire table will 
be displayed in the user's chosen format. Figure 35 shows a portion of the 
polar motion table before and after this editing process. If desired. the 
user has the option to save this series of lines in a designated file and 
recall it by name the next time he wishes to view a table having this identi-
cal structure. 
4.2.2 Crustal Dynamics Project Newsletter 
A second area to be managed by a specially constructed software package is the 
naws exchange process for the DIS. It was determined that the scientists, 
investigators, and other personnel need to be updated on the status of the 
project and other information pertinent to their respective endeavors. The 
concept of a nflWS exchange that woul d accept news from any authori zed user and 
upon clearance (to validate its accuracy and appropriateness) assemble these 
news items into a newsletter was devised. This restriction ensures that only 
scientifically valid information is disseminated to the investigator public. 
The doCtMant would ba available on-line to the DIS user and could also be used 
as input to the Crusta'i Dynamics Newsletter jH.iblished by project personnel and 
di str.ibuted to the i nvesti aatars on a auarter'v basi s. 
-- ----- -- ---- --------v---' - -~- - -,--- --- -..,. ------
Once again, this application required the handling of text data, a feature not 
currently supported ly the ORACLE data base management system. Therefore, a 
FORTRAN software package was designed that allows the user to browse the 
inputs to the newsletter, both final and preliminary, and contribute his own 
news for eventual inclusion. 
If the user chooses to browse the news exchange, he may do this in one of two 
ways: first, by viewing the entire newsletter, or second, by selecting one of 
the six subjects of which it is composed. If he chooses the first method, the 
complete news exchange is presented, one subject at a time. If the second 
method is chosen, the user selects a subject to be viewed and then has the 
option of viewing the entire contents of this subject, or searching it for 
particular news items containing the keywords and/or keydates. An example of 
this menu selection is shown in Figure 36. This figure also illustrates the 
four search methods open to the user. After the IJser has completed this 
browsing exercise, he may then view any other recently-inputed news items, 
which have not yet been examined by the appropriate project personnel, under 
the same subject. 
After vi~wing the selected ~ews items, the user may view another (or all) 
subject(s) or he may contribute information of his own. If he decides to 
input his own information, he selects an appropriate news subject, inputs his 
name and location, and a pair of dates referring to his news, and then follows 
with the text itself. When he has completed his input, his entry of"@RETURN" 
signals this fact. The news text is annotated with the date and time of 
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Portion of the Polar Motion Data Table Before 
and After the Masking Process 
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Figure 36 .. Selection Process for the Crustal Dynamics 
N~ws Exchange 
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input, the data reference dates and investigator's information, and then 
stored in the appropriate subject file. Figure 37 illustrates the entry 
process as well as n listing of the stored news item. 
5. SUMMARV 
This work has discussed several aspects of the Data Information System that 
will be incorporated into NASA's Crustal Dynamics Project. It was intended to 
serve as an illustration of the methods of implementation of such a system, 
not as a final draft of the resulting applications. Although the mi'ljority of 
the formats presented here will be employed in the final, operation~l DIS, 
several will be updated to reflect new features, as they are presented to 
project personnel for review, and enhancements to the current tech~ology (such 
as the text processing capabilities in the next version of the ORACLE DBMS) as 
they become available. 
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Figure 37. (Continued) 
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